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Abstract. In this paper, we investigate whether augmented reality visualization
techniques can empower older adults to explore and understand medication information in an effective and timely manner. Through a user-centered design process involving older adults and health professionals we developed an interactive
camera-projector system called MeViTa (Medication Visualization Table) that
projects medication information surrounding medication boxes laid on a table.
Six designs were iteratively developed. In total 26 older adults, with a mean age
of 71 (±7), participated in the user studies. Although no time benefits were observed, participants perceived MeViTa as an effective means to explore and understand medication information, and as more engaging than the traditional patient information leaflet. Furthermore, by visualizing medication information, our
approach provides qualitative findings of the relative ease and difficulty for older
adults to learn more about medication information.
Keywords: Medication, Camera-Projector, Older Adults, User-Centered
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Introduction

Research shows that health literacy - the degree to which people have the capacity to
obtain, process, and understand health information - decreases with age [25]. This is
problematic as a large part of the older population is dependent on medication. For
example, in the United States, more than half of the older population of 65+ needs to
take more than five medications per week [41]. Furthermore, accidental medication
misuse is also more common with older adults [32]. This misuse is generally related to
the fact that medication information can be cumbersome to understand [5]. The work
that is presented in this paper attempts to use innovative technology to make it easier
for older adults to process medication information. This is an exploratory study focused
on the user experience of older adults interacting with our proposed solution.
Several approaches have been proposed to help older adults with technology. Besides typical app-based solutions, the HCI community has shown the potential of using
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more tangible, interactive technologies to assist people with various deficits and disorders [3,24,44]. In this paper, we extend this body of research with a proof-of-concept
that augments older adults in their capability to understand personal medication
schemes. Through a user-centered design process involving older adults and health domain professionals (two medical software experts, two legal experts, and two medical
researchers) we developed an interactive camera-projector system called MeViTa
(Medication Visualization Table). MeViTa makes users’ data visible through an augmented reality data visualization and visualizes 1) possible interactions between medication, 2) the user’s personalized dosage regimen, and 3) the probability of side-effects.
Users can explore, interpret and engage with diverse kinds of information by putting
medication boxes on the table, as presented in Fig. 1. Note that our design tries to complement existing systems, such as medication reminders [10], not to replace them. This
raises the key question whether allowing older adults to interact with augmented reality
visualization techniques empowers them to explore, understand, and recall medication
information.

Fig. 1. Interaction View of the Final Design. The medication boxes on the table are recognized
and medication information is projected surrounding the boxes.

We make the following contributions: first, we present the design and implementation of an open-source camera-projector system that visualizes medication information
around medication boxes on a table. Second, we present evaluation results of the perceived usefulness with in total 26 older participants and we describe both weaknesses
and benefits for the HCI community working with augmented tools for older persons.
Finally, we discuss issues older persons can experience during evaluations with a camera-projector system.

2

Background and Related-Work

To give insight into the challenges posed by medication intake, we provide a short
background and briefly discuss the challenges people can experience with medication
intake and the effects of medication misuse. We then position our work within related
work on camera-projector systems and assistive technologies.
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Medication Use

Correctly taking medication involves of a multitude of tasks: getting the right prescription, buying the medication, reading the leaflet 1 and searching for possible interactions
between medications, allergies, and even food. One of the problems with medication
use is that people can find it difficult to understand the traditional leaflets [23,30]. According to Liu et al. [30] leaflets “are inappropriate for use by older adults to manage
their medications effectively, which could adversely affect patient safety and adherence
to drug therapy.” Furthermore, Ng et al. [33] found users often struggled to make sense
of the provided data in its default form and suggest the use of pictograms.
Another problem is medication adherence. People often forget, or refuse, to take
their medication for distinct reasons [19]. For example, they have a false idea about the
inner workings of medication and feel they are unhealthy and unnecessary [38]. Furthermore, people are often interested [11] in, or overestimate [7], potential side-effects.
For example, people who intensively sport, might not want to take a medication that
has fatigue as a side-effect. However, a general practitioner (GP) might discourage people to lookup side-effects in fear of the nocebo phenomenon [4].
MeViTa aims to empower users by providing transparent and open medication information. Interactive visualizations encourage people to interact with the data. It helps
users explore medication information and make the data more meaningful as people
may understand and become more interested in medication schemes in the context of
their own lives [11]. A combination of augmented reality and information visualization
information techniques may also help them to understand the rationale for taking their
medication correctly by visualizing the (often small) chance of side-effects in an unambiguous matter. As such, it may support decision-making and adherence to medication.
We elaborate on technologies to support medication use for older adults in the next
section.
2.2

Health Technologies that Support Older Adults

Several HCI researchers have explored opportunities to use technology to support
the older adults. Medication reminders/helpers are well known assistive technologies
in the medical domain. While medication adherence is a problem for all age groups,
research suggests it is more common among older adults [31]. It is shown that dosage
simplification, counseling, reminders, follow-up, supervised self-monitoring, and feedback have the largest positive effect [34,27]. Medication apps represent a possible strategy to assist non-adherent people [10]. However, older adults are sometimes digital
immigrants [48] who might miss prior experience with mobile and other touch enabled
devices or prefer not to use them. Another approach are sensor-augmented pillboxes
which were developed for older adults [29] or Personal Health Applications [40].
In this paper, we target self-supporting older persons who want to take ownership
of their medication. A pill box is sub-optimal as it does not show the rationale and is
limited to the medication regime. The overall goal is to empower older adults to explore
1

also known as: patient information leaflet (PIL) or patient insert
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and understand medication information to address the risks and challenges, such as accidental medication misuse [32], medication interactions [16] and compliance [21].
In our prior work [11], we initially proposed the use of camera-projector technologies as a collaborative tool for improving communication between a GP and a patient.
In this paper, we focus on how such technologies might assist older persons with their
medication intake. We designed, implemented and evaluated views that represent the
interplay between medications, dosage regimen and side-effects.
2.3

Camera-Projector Systems

In this work, we use a stationary camera-projector system. We based our approach on
the work of Gugenheimer et al. [15] who “envision a future where such devices [camera-projector systems] will be sold in hardware stores. They could be available in different form factors, either as a replacement for light bulbs or a simple small box which
can be placed in several ways inside the users’ environments to be able to blend into
the household.” Evidence of this vision can already be seen in industrial projects. For
example, IKEA’s kitchen concept 2025 [20] shows an example of an augmented
kitchen table. ActiveCues developed a similar system for people with dementia. Results
from their initial studies are promising: “we saw an increase of positive emotions and
social activity and a significant increase in their physical activity.” [1] Such systems
can also be used to augment medication information.
The research community has also been exploring the topic. LightSpace [49] for instance explores a variety of interactions between camera-projector surfaces and
metaDESK [46] is an important example of interaction techniques using a tangible user
interface. Other applications can be devised for this technology. As Jones et al. [22]
mentioned, “[m]any new and exciting possibilities remain to be explored.” By enabling
the projection of interactive visualizations around medication boxes these systems can
also be used to augment medication information, and this is in line with our requirement
of empowering older persons with actionable knowledge about their medication.

3

Design of MeViTa

A main consideration for the design of MeViTa was the selection of the displayed information. In this section, we give an overview of the final design of MeViTa, shown
in Fig. 1, and its technical details. The rationale and major design decisions are presented in Section 4.
3.1

Visualizations

The Final Design evolved through five intermediate designs as described in Section 4.
Finally, as a result from this design process three different views remained to display
relevant information to users: first, the Interaction View (Fig. 1) represents medication
interactions, medication-induced allergies and warnings like alcohol and pregnancy.
Second, the Dosage Regimen View (Fig. 2) depicts dosage schemes. Finally, the
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Side-Effects View (Fig. 3) shows potential side-effects. To switch between these views,
users should move all the boxes on the table to specific areas of the projected interface.
No touch interface elements were added to prevent older users from unintentionally
activating a function [17]. Thus, only by using tangible objects on the table, users can
switch between views.
To start using MeViTa, users are required to put all their medication boxes on the
table. The system then recognizes these boxes and displays the Interaction View. Red
to green colored circles surrounding the boxes indicate whether users can take the medication, or how long they should wait until it is safe to take the medication again. The
rationale for taking each medication is described at the bottom of the table (headache/insomnia/etc.). Allergies are listed at the table’s top right corner. Warnings are represented as icons around the boxes’ surrounding circles. Grey dotted lines are drawn between the medication boxes and their respective rationales. Red lines connecting two
boxes represent potential medication interactions. Finally, orange dotted lines connecting boxes with allergies or warning icons represent risk associations to alcohol, pregnancy, breast-feeding, driving, and food (e.g. grapefruit). For example, in Fig. 1 the
upper left box shows a warning for alcohol consumption.
To access the Dosage Regimen View, users should put the boxes in a designated area
on the left side of the table. This view uses a table layout and is a personalized medication scheme based on the system used in the national health platform [47]. It displays
the number of pills and the times of each dose.
Finally, to see the Side-Effects View, users should put the boxes in the lower designated region of the table. This view also uses a table layout, projecting the list of all
known side-effects on the table’s first column and the association (probability) that each
medication has with each side-effect on the remaining columns. These probabilities are
projected above each medication using icon displays: blue-colored icons represent the
likelihood of each side-effect.
3.2

Technical Design

The visualizations are implemented using the D3.js (4.2.1) [8] JavaScript library, in
combination with Underscore (1.8.3) for data calculations, and SAT.js (0.6.0) for collision detection. Both the patient record and medication information is stored in JSON
files. The recognition of medication boxes is done using a slightly modified version of
Labbé’s find-object (0.6.0) tool [28], which uses OpenCV (3.1). The Speeded Up Robust Features (SURF) [6] algorithm is used for keypoint detection and description. It
took the system approximately 0.2s per medication box to determine the location in the
scene. The visualization itself updated every 0.5s to adapt for changed locations within
trial-and-error determined thresholds.
MeViTa consists of a standard webcam, i.e. Logitech c930e camera, with a
1920x1080 resolution and a 90 degrees’ field, a short throw Acer H6517ST projector
with a 1920x1080 resolution and 3000lm, and a MacBookPro12.1, which is a standard
setup for a camera-projector system [51]. Since the essential part of the information is
projected around the medication boxes, the system is mounted on the ceiling with both
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the projector and the camera pointing down towards the table. Calibration is done manually for each new location by registering the outer areas of the field of view. More
sophisticated calibration is possible, but would go beyond the scope of this work. No
configuration screen was provided as this was not part of the proof-of-concept

Fig. 2. Dosage Regimen View, this view is shown when all boxes are put on the left side of the
table. For example, the user should orally take 3 pills during breakfast, and 1 during lunch of
Strepfen.

Fig. 3. Side-Effects View, this view is shown when all boxes are put on the bottom. For example,
in this fictive scenario Strepfen has a very high chance (60%) of headache and a 30% chance of
causing high blood pressure. Percentages are not displayed in number but by coloring human
figures proportionally.
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Iterative User-Centered Design Process

To design the visualizations, a user-centered methodology was applied to gradually improve the initial design of the visualizations. After every evaluation, qualitative feedback was addressed in the next design, which was then again evaluated. Participation
was voluntary and not compensated. Furthermore, each participant could only participate once. An overview of the different studies is presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Timeline that shows the studies and the participants in each iteration. Keywords from the
most important problems identified in each intermediate study are numbered in bold. The design
used in each study is shown on the arrows.

4.1

Study 1: Concept

The Initial Design of MeViTa is inspired by prior research on medication visualizations
[12] and barriers of communicating health information [36]. It was designed in PowerPoint. Guidelines from the Visualizing Health [45] project were also considered. Their
summary table, for example, is “suitable for use in decision aids or medication packaging.” This initial design was discussed with a consortium of health domain professionals, including two medical software experts, two legal experts, and two medical
researchers. The role of the legal experts was to validate compliance with the General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (Regulation (EU) 2016/679).
All consortium members attended a presentation introducing the topic of disclosing
medication information to older adults using a camera projector system before the Initial Design was shown. The design primarily served as an exploration of the domain
and formed the basis for Low-Fidelity Design 1. Two major attention points were
raised: Problem 1) the overview was too crowded: too much information was displayed
at once which can be confusing to older adults since the ability to suppress irrelevant
representations or response tendencies is known to degrade with age [18]; and Problem
2) absolute percentages to visualize changes of side-effects are hard to grasp [13].
4.2

Study 2: Usability

The Initial Design helped to design the Low-Fidelity Design 1 as shown in Fig. 5. The
information was divided into four different projections to address Problem 1:
1. interactions and reasons
2. dosage regimen
3. side-effects
4. schedule

(Fig. 5A)
(Fig. 5B)
(Fig. 5C)
(Fig. 5D)

→
→
→
→

Interaction View,
Dosage Regimen View,
Side-Effects View,
Schedule View.
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The circles were not used for the dosage regimen anymore and were now used to
visualize the half-life, which is the time the medication remains in the blood. Furthermore, the side-effects were now visualized based on [43] instead of percentages (Problem 2). Users could switch between modes by putting their medication boxes in a respective region. To make this design more realistic, it was developed in PowerPoint so
that it could be projected on a table during the expert user evaluation. Five HCI experts
were asked to perform a list of typical user tasks to expose usability issues. Two key
issues were exposed: Problem 3) all information in the schedule was redundantly visualized in the Dosage Regimen View (3/5), and Problem 4) it is cognitively hard to
remember the four regions to put medication (4/5).
4.3

Study 3: Medical Validity

An attempt was made to solve these issues in Low-Fidelity Design 2. The Schedule View was removed (Problem 3), thus there are only three main regions to put the
medication boxes (Problem 4). This updated design was evaluated with an expert GP
from the academic center for general practice to test medical relevance. Two problems
were identified: Problem 5) the thickness of an interaction line showed the severity,
and an orange-to-red hue indicated the probability of a possible interaction. However,
this information is often not available in real patient records; and Problem 6) the severity of a side-effect is a very personal experience and an impersonal, independently
determined severity level is thus best not shown.

Fig. 5. Overview of the Low-Fidelity Design 1. The view projected depends on the location of
the boxes. When they are divided over the table the user sees the (A) Interaction View; when they
are on the left side the (B) Dosage Regimen View, at the top the (C) Side-Effects View, and on
the right side the (D) Schedule View.
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Study 4: Explorative Evaluation with Older Adults

Based on previous feedback a fully working High Fidelity Design was built as presented in Fig. 6. To cope with earlier remarks, we only showed one type of connection
between medications from the start (Problem 5): once there was the chance of an interaction a line was drawn between the two medications, hence the severity, and probability were not shown. Furthermore, the severity of side-effects was not shown (Problem
6), only the occurrence.
This intermediate study consisted of four parts: 1) an initial questionnaire exploring
demographics and existing attitudes towards medication intake; 2) a task-based scenario; 3) a perceived usefulness questionnaire based on [35] complemented with additional questions; and finally 4) the System Usability Scale (SUS) [9]. Participants were
recruited through a paper invitation distributed amongst people at a local older adults’
community. Eleven older persons (74 ± 8.3, 5 females) participated in this study. One
participant did not take any medication, four participants needed to take only one pill a
day and the six others took 3 to 10 pills per day. Three received help from their partner
and two received a letter from their GP to prepare a pill box. MeViTa was installed in
the home of one participant as the community was a far distance from the research
center and it was impossible for some participants to travel the distance. The other participants were invited to this participant’s home. Thus, the evaluation happened in a
real home as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. This video’s screenshot shows the Interaction View and a participant (left) who is asked
by the facilitator (right) to perform a certain task. Four medications are put on the table. Note the
blue circles visualizing the half-life, which were replaced by the red to green circles in the latest
design due to the deemed complexity.

Comparison with the Leaflet. To enable a comparison between MeViTa and the
leaflet, participants were initially asked to answer five questions using the leaflet. However, we did not complete this part of the study as five participants did not want to read
the leaflet (Problem 7) because their doctor, who might consider the nocebo phenomenon [4], advised them to not read leaflets. Moreover, two participants mentioned their
partner read it. Three other participants could either not find (2/11) or read (1/11) the
information. Hence, only 1 out of 11 participants could successfully read the traditional
leaflet.
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Task-Based Scenario. During the task-based scenario participants were asked to
answer seven questions. All participants had to answer the same questions on the medication scheme which was based on a real medication scheme. This scheme contained
of four medications and served as a simple use case of medication intake. However, it
was discussed at the Academic Center for General Practice in Leuven to represent a
realistic use case. To avoid that participants could answer questions from memory and
not look at the table to complete their task, fictional medication boxes were used with
altered medication names. Unfortunately, most participants were confused by the medication they did not recognize (Problem 8). For example, when asked to answer why
Cymbolto was used two participants said without looking at the table: “I don’t know, I
don’t take this medication.” In total five out of 11 participants did not look at the table
and immediately indicated they did not know the answer. Similar observations were
made during the other tasks.
The question about the medication’s half-life did not interest our participants (Problem 9). A participant summarized it perfectly: “I don’t care; my doctor should know
this.” It is interesting to note that although participants were told that they could touch
and move medication boxes on the table, none of the participants touched the boxes,
unless explicitly asked to do so. However, when they needed to move the boxes to
switch views we observed some difficulties reaching the upper part of the table (Problem 10).
Perceived Usefulness and System Usability. The fact that participants were confused between the real medication and the imaginary medication that had some letters
changed (Problem 8) was also clear in the average SUS score of 64, which is below the
average score of 68 [2]. Participants responded neutral when asked whether they felt
confident using the system. Answers on the perceived usefulness questionnaire are
shown in Fig. 7. Notwithstanding the difficulties with the name confusion, the whiskers
show both the mean and median range above neutral.

Fig. 7. Answers from the 11 participants ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The
boxes visualize the answers on the perceived usefulness questions. Dotted lines indicate the mean
and standard deviations.
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Study 5: Evaluation Setup Validation

Before conducting the final user study, the updated design setup was evaluated in a
short intermediate study. To address Problem 9, the circles visualizing the medication’s
half-life were replaced by simpler circles that show whether it is OK to take the medication. Furthermore, to enhance reachability (Problem 10) the area for side-effects was
moved to the bottom of the table. This time, participants received a 1-minute demonstration of MeViTa using a box of iron staples to show that the meaning of the boxes
was not important. We deliberately chose not to show a legend to evaluate whether the
visualizations were clear without it. In contrast to Study 4: Elderly Community (Section
4.4), it was strongly emphasized they were not looking at their own medication but at
the medication scheme of Julie Janssens, a fictive woman of 73 years old weighing 76
kg. Furthermore, only the colors of the boxes were mentioned by the main researcher
to address Problem 8.
We tested this High-Fidelity Design 2 with three participants that were initially recruited for the final evaluation (Section 5). Only one minor usability issue was discovered and optimized in the Final Design: a grey area was added to the bottom to indicate
more clearly the area for side-effects. Another grey area was added on the left of the
table to indicate the area for the medicine schedule.

5

Final Evaluation

This section describes the final user evaluation of the Final Design resulting from the
five prior studies as described in Section 4. This evaluation explores whether allowing
older adults to interact with augmented reality visualization techniques empowers them
to explore, understand, and recall medication information in an effective and timely
manner.
5.1

Participants

Participants were found using a call for participation published in a major health insurance members’ magazine. We did not impose an age limit and all self-identified seniors
could participate. These self-supporting older adults are the actual target group of
MeViTa. In total, 45 people responded to the call and were contacted by the main researcher explaining the research and planned evaluation in more detail. Each participant
was asked to attend an evaluation session of maximum one hour at the nursing home or
at the university’s computer science department. A mileage allowance was offered in
return. In total 22 participants were willing and able to attend an evaluation session, of
which seven canceled last minute due to personal reasons. The first three participants
were used to validate the updated evaluation setup (Section 4.5). Hence, in total 12
older adults (3 females) participated in the final evaluation. They were on average 67.5
(± 5.5) years old and took on average 9 (± 5.5) pills every day.
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Experimental Setup and Measurements

At the start, each participant received an information sheet and was asked to sign an
informed consent. Like Studies 4 and 5 the evaluation started with an initial demographic questionnaire. After a tutorial, similar to Study 5: Evaluation Setup Validation
(Section 4.5), participants were asked 1) to find two side-effects, and 2) the dosage
regimen of Motilium using a leaflet. Next, using MeViTa, the same two tasks and five
additional tasks were asked in random order. The same approach as in Study 5: Evaluation Setup Validation was applied. It was emphasized they were not looking at their
own medication but at the medication scheme of a fictive woman. Participants were
asked to think aloud. The following parameters were measured:
─ Time. How much time does a participant need to complete a given task from the
scenario? These timings are extracted from the recorded video files and compared
to the time needed to find information in a traditional leaflet.
─ Interaction strategies. Based on the recordings each interaction performed was
logged and analyzed to detect potential strategies participants applied.
─ Memorability. We wanted to learn if participants recalled more information when
they visually saw the information instead of reading the information from leaflets.
Participants were asked to recall information from two tasks they performed using
both the leaflet and MeViTa.
After this task-based scenario seven perceived usefulness questions based on O’Leary
et al. [35] and ten SUS [9] questions were asked.
5.3

Traditional leaflet and Task-Based Scenario

Table 1 provides an overview of each task and the average completion time. To avoid
the pitfalls of Study 4: Elderly Community (Problem 7), participants were asked to
perform only two tasks using the leaflet. To account for GPs’ nocebo phenomenon concerns [4] the leaflet of an off-the-market medication Motilium was provided.
Task 1) “Can you tell me the side-effects of Motilium” or for MeViTa “Can you tell
me the side-effects of the white/red box?” was successfully completed by nine out of 12
participants using the leaflet (69s±37s). However, three participants were not able to
list the side-effects. To solve this task using MeViTa, participants had to move all boxes
on the table to the bottom to switch to the Side-Effects View. Compared to the leaflet, it
took participants longer to answer the question (107s±55s) because they initially moved
just one box. On the other hand, all participants could successfully find all side-effects.
Task 2) “On which times during the day can Julie use Motilium” and “On which
times during the day can Julie use the red box” was answered correctly by all 12 participants both by using the leaflet (29s±19s) and by using MeViTa (45s±33s). With
MeViTa, participants first had to move all boxes to the left side of the table to switch
to the Dosage Regimen View. Then a table with the dosage regimen is projected on the
table. Each row is the regimen for the corresponding medication. In contrast to the prior
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task, only four participants initially moved only one box. This indicated they remembered how to switch modes using the boxes: “Then I have to get to that other screen for
sure?”
To alleviate potential resistance to reading the leaflet, participants were asked only
two questions using the leaflet. Therefore, the following tasks were only performed
using MeViTa. Task 3) “Why do you think Julie should take this blue box?” could easily
be solved using the Interaction View. A grey dotted line connected the blue box with
‘fibromyalgia’. This task was completed swiftly (5s±2s) and correctly by all 12 participants.
Task 4) “How do you rate the chance Julie will get a dry throat?” could be solved
by moving all boxes to the bottom of the table and thus switch to the Side-Effects View.
There, a medication’s side-effects are shown in a column above the medication box
(see Fig. 3). As the tasks were given in random order, some participants already started
from the Side-Effects View while others first needed to move all boxes. However, all
12 participants completed the task correctly 10s±10s. Interestingly, participants rated
the likelihood of side-effects lower than prescribed in the leaflet. When there were ten
or less out of hundred person icons colored, participants rated the likelihood as uncommon, while the leaflet would list them as common.
Task 5) “Do you think Julie can drink alcohol while taking these medications?”
could be solved using the Interaction View. As shown in Fig. 1 orange dotted lines are
drawn from the medication box to an alcohol symbol when an interaction is possible.
However, this task created confusion with our participants as they were always taught
not to drink any alcohol when on medication: “Of course, I assume that you do not
drink alcohol, that is obvious.” Five participants therefore first moved all boxes to the
bottom of the table to spot the side-effects, which also weights on the average time
(20s±21s).
Task 6) “Can Julie combine these two blue boxes” could be solved using the Interaction View. One of the primary features of the Interaction View is the opportunity to
check for medication-medication interactions. When two medications harmfully interact with each other a red line is drawn between the two boxes. However, three out of
12 participants switched to the Side-Effects View thinking that two similar side-effects
might strengthen each other. Eventually, all 12 participants spotted the red line between
two boxes and could finish this task successfully (53s±66s). Moreover, participants remembered to divide the boxes over the table for a better overview: “but you [I] should
not put the boxes too close to each other.”
Task 7) “How much longer before Julie can take a pain killer for her headache?”
could be solved using two different approaches. The Interaction View shows a green
circle surrounding a medication box when the user can take that medication now. Users
can also use the Dosage Regimen View to see if enough time has passed since the last
dose. Ten out of 12 participants completed the task (30s±27s): four participants used
the Dosage Regimen View to complete this task, while six other participants used the
Interaction View. Two participants were unable to complete this task: “How should I
know this?” and “I don’t know, it depends on what the doctor says.”
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Table 1. Average time needed to perform each task and the view needed.

Task

Leaflet

1. Can you tell me the side-effects of that 69s±37s
white/red box?
2. On which times during the day can Julie 29s±19s
use the red box?
3. Why do you think Julie should take this
/
blue box?
4. How do you rate the chance Julie will get
/
a dry throat?
5. Do you think Julie can drink alcohol
/
while taking these medications?
6. Can Julie combine these two blue
/
boxes?
7. How much longer before Julie can take a
/
pain killer for her headache?

5.4

MeViTa

∆

View

107s±55s +70s Side-Effects
45s±33s

+16s Dosage Regimen

5s±2s

/

Interaction

10s±10s

/

Side-Effects

20s±21s

/

Interaction

53s±66s

/

Interaction

30s±27s

/

Interaction or
Dosage Regimen

Results on the Perceived Usefulness and Usability Questionnaire

As illustrated in Fig. 8, answers to Likert scale questions scored consistently high.
When participants were asked whether MeViTa increased their comprehension of medication schemes 10 out of 12 participants agreed. The two participants that were less
positive argued they first needed to get acquainted with the system. All participants
agreed that the design can create medication awareness. Ten participants answered they
would like to use the system when they would need to talk to their GP. One participant
who responded neutral indicated her doctor “is 82 years old, and doesn’t like computers.” The strongest benefit mentioned is that both the user and the GP would have the
same overview which makes it is easier to signal a certain problem to their caregiver.
Participants also liked the fact that a general overview of all their medication is generated. This could be particularly useful when they need to go a different specialist. Participants agreed that there is a need for a system to interact with medication as “young
caregivers need to search too much information, anciens [older, more experienced
caregivers] already know all of that.” Participants agreed MeViTa is ‘a’ right kind of
tool, yet seven participants responded neutral as it is not necessarily ‘the’ right kind of
tool. Eight out of 12 participants strongly agreed and 4 agreed that the system can prevent medical mistakes, such as for example medication-medication interactions. Finally, the details are at the right level for 11 out of 12 participants. The scores on the
SUS questionnaire was on average 81.5, ranking MeViTa with an A grade [37]. The
question on whether they would like to use the system frequently scored lowest. Two
out of 12 participants who answered negatively mentioned they would only like to use
it when they were prescribed new medication, or when they have a question. In contrast
to prior evaluation, both questions: “I felt very confident using the system” and “I think
that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.” scored
positive suggesting an improvement over the previous setup.
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Fig. 8. Answers from the 12 participants ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The
box plots visualize the answers on the perceived usefulness questions. Dotted lines indicate the
mean and standard deviations.

5.5

Interaction Strategies

In Study 4: Elderly Community (Section 4.4) participants only touched the medication
boxes when they explicitly needed to move them to alternate between views. In this
evaluation, however, other interaction strategies were observed. We observed two kind
of actions. The first kind of actions we call ‘better overview’: some participants moved
the boxes in such a way to eliminate line intersections or moved boxes further apart to
create more distance between the visualization elements for a better overview. The second type of interactions we classify as ‘remove’: some participants took non-relevant
boxes from the table to simplify the visualization. Initially, we also logged when participants touched the boxes to confirm they were answering the questions of the right
box and when they, unintentionally, held something above the boxes so the camera lost
track of the box. All actions were logged using the video recordings and manually extracted. Table 2 shows a summary of all actions logged.
No relation, nor trend was found between the amount of times a participant performed an interaction and how he or she performed on a task. Nor was there any trend
observed between the amount of interactions and the answers on the questionnaires.
However, as explained above, two strategies were observed for obtaining a better overview: moving boxes or removing them. The latter strategy was mostly used when participants needed to move boxes to switch between views. They moved the box they
were interested in to the right location and took the other boxes away. Finally, the view
from the camera was blocked seven times of which three occurrences are related to one
participant. This was not an issue as this primarily occurred while participants were
moving other boxes around so they did not even notice this occurrence.
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Table 2. Overview of the number of times participants interacted with the medication boxes
ranked per task.

5.6

Memorability

After each evaluation participants were asked 1) if they could still name the side-effects
of Motilium and the side-effects of the white/red box, and 2) if they could say the dosage regimen of both Motilium and the red box. Question 1 and 2 were answered correctly by respectively five and eight participants who used the leaflet.
Using MeViTa, correct responses were lower: question 1 and 2 were answered correctly by two and five participants respectively. From these results, we cannot show
MeViTa helps participants recall medication information more effectively.

6

Discussion

6.1

MeViTa as a Tool to Explore Medication Information

In this paper, we proposed MeViTa to empower older adults to explore medication
information. MeViTa is designed using a user-centered methodology. Thus, changes
made to each intermediate design improved general usability and functionality. Suggestions raised during the five iterative studies were incorporated in each updated version as described in Section 4.
It is important to optimize and minimize the information shown to the user. On the
other hand, Shneiderman’s mantra [39] advocates to first show an overview and afterwards let the user find the details on demand. However, our initial design was deemed
too complex by our expert consortium members (Problem 1). Furthermore, it showed
redundant (Problem 3) or non-interesting information (Problem 9), such as the medication’s half-life, which could make it harder to remember how to switch between views
(Problem 4). In Study 3: Medical Validity we learned which medication information is
locally available (Problem 5) and that health-related issues are a personal experience
(Problem 6). Finally, especially when working with an older audience, reachability
should be considered (Problem 10), as they can experience issues reaching the far end
of a table.
Although none of our participants had interacted with a camera-projector system
before, most remarks concerned the visualization’s learning curve and not the use of a
camera-projector system. We thus argue that the technical choice was appropriate to
test our visualizations. Alternative solutions include a tabletop that can recognize tangibles or a tablet. All participants mentioned they liked this approach as they did not
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need to learn any new interaction paradigms. The positive perception is also reflected
in the average SUS score of 81.5.
Finally, we observed that by showing the little colored people icons to show uncertainty [43] people were generally less concerned with the likelihood of a side-effect.
When they visually saw 1 in 100 people, they realized the likelihood is smaller than
they initially thought when just reading 1% or ‘uncommon’. As our sample size is
small, we cannot draw strong conclusions from this observation, but the observation is
interesting for further research.
6.2

Lessons Learned with Older Participants

Important lessons were learned by analyzing the qualitative evaluation data and by observing our participants performing each task. Foremost, like Kobayashi et al. [26] our
participants in Study 4: Elderly Community were easily confused. In the succeeding
studies participants were therefore better informed about the medication on the table
not being their own medication for evaluation purposes. Furthermore, the name of Julie
was always mentioned as a reminder and colors were used to refer to medication.
Like Wrede-Sach et al. [50], we also learned older adults place a lot of trust in their
GP. Some participants were not willing to read an unknown leaflet as their doctor told
them not to read their leaflets. Moreover, in Study 4: Elderly Community only one
participant could successfully read the leaflet. Therefore, in the final evaluation, we
only asked participants to do two tasks using the leaflet and used an off-the-market
medication to consider their doctors’ concern. Even then, we could sometimes notice
some frustration when they were asked a second question using the leaflet. Although
we observed faster timings when participants were asked to perform a similar task, this
chosen methodology limited us to ask the participant to perform similar tasks to eliminate learning effects.
6.3

Evaluation Results

Answers on the perceived usefulness questions improved compared to Study 4: Elderly
Community. Reasons can be twofold. First, both the issues with the non-interesting
half-life and the reachability were addressed and consequently participants received a
better experience. Second, the participants in the first iteration were on average seven
years older and were recruited through a community, whereas participants in the final
evaluation were recruited using a public call in a health magazine and were asked to
register online.
Only basic interaction strategies were discovered. Participants moved boxes for a
better overview, took boxes from the table to simplify the visualization and sometimes
touched the box to ask for confirmation. Given our limited number of participants, no
statistically relevant results could be discovered. However, in contrast to Harada et al.
[17], we did not discover any unintentional interactions by using objects as an input
mechanism to control the views [14].
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Limitations

The number of participants (in total 26) and the absence of a control condition can be
seen as a limitation of our current work. However, like Sonne et al. [42] “we argue [...]
that it is more important to first uncover potential problems and understand the use of
the technology, than to conduct longer and larger efficacy studies.” Furthermore, to
allow for a comparison between participants we used a non-personal realistic medication regimen instead of asking each participant to bring their own medication. Moreover, we should first discover potential issues and get medical clearance before showing
real, personal medication information.

7

Conclusion

In this study, we made the following contributions: first, we presented the design and
implementation of an open-source camera-projector system that visualizes medication
information around medication boxes on a table. Second, we presented the results of
the evaluation of the perceived usefulness of our design with in total 26 older adults
participants, and we described both weaknesses and benefits for the HCI community
working with technology for older adults. Finally, we also discussed the issues older
adults can experience during evaluations with a camera-projector system. To further
validate MeViTa, we already made a tentative agreement with the country’s largest
medication database provider to use their medically validated data in MeViTa.
We believe that with five intermediate studies as described in Section 4, and the final
evaluation we could to show the perceived usefulness of MeViTa. Qualitative feedback
gathered in the different studies shows that MeViTa can empower older adults by visualizing medication information. Although not everybody agreed MeViTa is the only
kind of tool that could help them, they do strongly agree there is a need for an application that helps them explore medication info. Unfortunately, we were not able to proof
that MeViTa can augment people’s ability to recall medication information better or
has a time benefit. However, participants indicated that MeViTa helps to understand
medication information and increases awareness, that it helps to reduce medical errors
and that they would like to use MeViTa in sessions with their GP.
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